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This proposal seeks twelve months of support for completion of a book manuscript on sorcery narratives as a form of historical memory in Haiti and the Dominican Republic, a project that brings the cultural meanings of animals into the social and environmental history of Latin America and the Caribbean. The final product will be a book with supplemental oral history video clips that I plan to submit to Duke University Press.

Research Statement

The project treats stories about a particularly feared genre of shape-shifting phenomena called bacá—hybrid beasts that steal farm animals, harvests and cash. Bacás are creatures created by sorcerers which enable people to become dogs, cats, pigs and goats and amass wealth. In the Dominican central frontier town of Bánica, Elias Piña, butchers told me about sheep that meowed, goats with pigs’ tails, and bulls that cried like a baby -- animals which were really bacás (baka in Kreyol) or spirit animals. I heard haunting stories about invisible visitations, struggles in the bush with virile men who fought off these beasts, as well as ranchers and butchers’ tales about bacás that eviscerated their herds and drained their cash. I even encountered a curandera (healer) who boasted that she could make one for me. These narratives might be classed within the genre of Latin American devil-pact lore, except that bacás are also said to protect one’s crops or beasts, so they are powerful but ambivalent, sometimes working for good.

Clearly werewolves are “good to think with” as Claude Lévi-Strauss would say, but what can they tell us? They are evidence of a culture of proximity with death characteristic of central West African Kikongo culture, one in which the portal between this world and the next one is always slightly ajar. Yet I argue that these stories of animal demons are also related to the phenomenology of interspecies contact and labor in an environment in which animals have long been a constant affective presence in everyday life. If popular culture in Bánica revolves a lot around animals it is because this region was long based on extensive cattle ranching (with herds traversing the borderline) and today most residents work with livestock, as plebian farm hands care for and sell cattle, pigs and goats, and Haitian women raise and sell guinea fowl and poultry alongside produce at market.

In Michael Taussigs’ classic formulation in The Devil and Commodity Fetishism, these stories would be classed as devil pact tales, an analytic which reduces them to one singular defining motif of the stories. While many of my narratives critique excessive and exogenous profit, there is much more going on than just a popular commentary on capitalism. These stories also invoke a now vanished ecosystem – the feral ecology created when Columbus deposited dogs, cattle and pigs to provision his men at Hispaniola. Bacá spirit demons appear as wild cattle, pigs and dogs and often alight on ceiba, mahogany or ebony trees, which are today extinct species of wood. These spirit demons thus represent a landscape of memory that invokes strong feelings of terror as well as nostalgia and loss due to the particular histories it conjures up; thus I am arguing that sorcery can be analyzed as a source for popular history, and also that it enables us to excavate the emotional resonance of historical events. I am building upon Taussig’s work to consider how this genre of storytelling can convey popular meanings and emotions as they relate to particular places, historical events and the animals associated with them. The shelter for these feral beasts is the forest, a place so closely tied to pigs that the size of forests in France and Spain was measured by the amount of swine they could sustain. For the itinerant Dominican peasantry roaming on state lands, pigs and cattle rather than private plots became mobile markers of place.

Contribution

The scholarly literature on the Caribbean has long focused on the sugar plantation economies that long dominated this region. Far less attention had been paid to the subcultures of resistance that
emerged in the shadow of the plantation in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Notwithstanding the fact that Hispaniola became the first black ranching frontier in the Americas, the basis of Iberian cattle expansion to New Spain, Florida and coastal South America, the Hispanic Caribbean is often characterized as lacking history until its turn towards sugar. This project explores the cultural residue left by the fugitive subcultures based on the hunting commons that sustained a flourishing backwoods contraband trade and squatter lifestyle during the colonial period on Hispaniola. This extensive ranching frontier was largely left to fend by itself, culled by skilled freedman vaqueros of African origin. Indeed, the Dominican Republic was the epicenter of a thriving contraband economy run by “masterless men” in the leather trade which furnished provisions and hides for the illicit pirates and freebooters that long frequented the region. Traces of this fugitive hunting ecology lasted into the twentieth century due to the low demographic density and the continuing presence of forest cover in the Dominican Republic. Yet notwithstanding the importance of this furtive subculture, it has not been adequately studied due to its low status, as well as the fact that there is far less archival material on contraband practices. Sidney Mintz has located the birth of creole culture in the interstices of the plantation, where slave women grew food crops to feed their families and trade, yet the “reconstituted peasantry” of the Dominican Republic was forged in the hunting economy of the mountainous highlands of the forested interior, a feral animal commons that enabled men to live outside of slavery when the rest of the Caribbean was still subjugated, and dark skin was a definitive marker of unfree status.

The scholarly focus on sugar has overshadowed the important hunting subcultures that consolidated during a period that drew together European deserters, runaway slaves and Indians reliant upon the large feral herds of swine and cattle that Columbus left behind. Indeed, the Dominican Republic was the epicenter of a thriving contraband economy which furnished provisions and hides for the illicit pirates and freebooters that frequented the region. Santo Domingo also became an important stop on the mule trade circuit by the seventeenth century as interior creoles expanded from cattle into the livestock contraband networks that reached as far as Venezuela. In the eighteenth century, the entire Dominican economy was rerouted to provide cattle and oxen to neighboring Saint Domingue (today Haiti), as it became the jewel in the crown of the French empire with its flourishing sugar economy.

I argue that these bacá werecreatures might be seen as “embodied memories” of an economy that provided free access to the hunting of wild pigs, goats and cattle in the forested interior and which long sustained this region and its poor. I consider bacá talk as a genre of embodied historical memory of the past, one which is conveyed by the history and poetics of the particular forms these spirits inhabit, from dogs, pigs, cattle and extinct species of wood. These werecreatures should be seen as historical rather than merely folkloric due to the fact that the syntax of these spirit demon hosts corresponds to the real history of animals on the island. Bacás appear in various animal forms, yet they conjure very different threat perceptions depending upon whether they present as dogs, pigs or cattle. Indeed, if the dog on Hispaniola has become a figure of predation, this may well derive from the particular history of dogs on the island since they were first and foremost tools of subjugation, first deployed against the Indian slaves, later the rebelling slaves when the slave revolt became the Haitian revolution in the 1790s. By sharp contrast, bacá pig narratives are haunting tales conjuring a deep sense of loss and nostalgia for creole swine expressive of a particular culture of intimacy with the pig as a symbol of home and its associated emotional resonance; in the central frontier the pig was the basis of the subsistence economy. The pig’s rooting behavior and its associations with the underworld may explain its link to the spirits, rendering the creole pig bacá more like a spirit double or familiar than a demon. During slavery, pigs became a ubiquitous feature of the provision grounds since slaves were rarely given meat.

My project documents a long durée codependence upon animals that helps explain and contextualize the extraordinary prominence of pigs, cattle and goats in Dominican and Haitian popular lore, from tall tales to shape-shifting beliefs. In this vein, I hope to contribute to environmental history’s interest in the entanglements of nature and culture. This form of historical
excavation is also an act of witnessing because the feral ecoscape of Hispaniola is now gone, since the hutia, manatí, and wild cattle were promiscuously slaughtered, and the last creole boars were eviscerated by USAID in 1979 due to swine flu.

**Methods and Research Plan**

I received a Burkhardt grant from the American Council of Learned Societies in 2010 during which time I commenced research for the project at the Huntington Library. I have made ten short trips to Elias Piña in the Dominican Republic as well as Thomassique and Port-au-Prince, Haiti, where I collected over 80 hours of oral histories which form the foundation for the project, which I have contextualized through long durée data analysis using eighteenth and nineteenth century works by Moreau de St. Mery, botanists such as Michel Étienne Descourtilz, Robert Schomburgk and George Schweinfurth, and twentieth century agricultural records. I have five chapters drafted, and am writing short versions of the final two chapters for conferences this spring. With a research leave, I will be able to write the introduction and conclusion and revise the eight chapters of the book. I also plan to continue uploading short clips of several of my anonymized oral histories cited in the book on You Tube to evidence the performative aspect of my argument about storytelling, and for oral history teaching purposes. The chapter outline is as follows:

1. Introduction. Fugitive Speech Forms as a Source for Caribbean History
2. Hispaniola, Hunting and the People without History
3. Big Men and Tall Tails: Masculinity on the Margins of Modernity
4. Memento Mori: Creole Pigs as Forest Phantasms
5. Black Dogs as Trauma Revenants
6. The Mysterious Murder of Javier: Politics, Sorcery and the Cattle Trade
7. City of the Dead: Demon Turkeys in Port-au-Prince
8. Ota’s Travels: Rumors of Race and Speciation in the Atlantic World
9. Conclusion

**Competency and Skills**

I have been conducting research on the Haitian-Dominican border for 25 years, and this project builds upon my longstanding interest in sorcery and popular rumor in the Caribbean. I warmed up to the completion of this book through a series of recent essays. One of the chapters in my book, *The Dictator’s Seduction*, treated bacá rumors in the Dominican Republic, as does my piece, “The Devil Wears Dockers;” and “La ciudad de los muertos” considers stories of women turning into lougarou and snatching babies after the 2010 Haitian earthquake. “Imperial Idols” examines the French origins of Haitian shape-shifting lore. I have written an essay on animals and environmental history, “Bringing the Animals Back in;” and “Trujillo, the Goat,” treats the history and lore of feral goats in the Dominican Republic. I also have an essay on popular rumor as a source for Caribbean history, “Beyond Fugitive Speech,” and previous essays on other Caribbean rumors and the Haitian-Dominican border. I speak Spanish, French and Haitian Kreyol and have completed all the necessary research for the book.

**Final Product and Dissemination**

The final product will be a book that contributes to our understanding of the meaning of species loss in ecological change, as well as the place of local knowledge in social and environmental history. I have been contacted by several editors (redacted), but I plan to submit a proposal to [redacted] because of the cross-disciplinary nature of this work which will be of interest to scholars of environmental history, environmental humanities, literature, folklore, Latin American and Caribbean history. [redacted] has also approached me to develop a graphic novel based on my shapeshifter research and oral narratives.
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